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Abstract
The Final Design Review (FDR) reports on the senior design project undertaken by a mechanical
engineer senior at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo. The project seeks to
assist Maxar’s need for a lift fixture for their spacecraft that will locate its center of gravity and
move the pick point directly over the center of gravity (C.G.). This will allow the crane to attach
to this point and lift the spacecraft without any swinging motion that could damage the
spacecraft or harm personnel working near it. Their current solution is creating a new lift sling
for each time they lift the spacecraft. This takes time away from their teams as they must analyze
the spacecraft’s mass properties and then build a corresponding lift sling. The scope of the
project was to design, build, and test a proof-of-concept lift sling for Maxar.
Detailed CAD models and a working prototype of the lift fixture were created. Testing of the lift
fixture demonstrated the feasibility of a one-size-fits-all lift sling that can be scaled up for
spacecraft.
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1. Introduction
Maxar Technologies and their team of engineers tasked the team to design a lift fixture which
can pick up a spacecraft as its center of gravity changes throughout the manufacturing stages and
do so without swinging or damaging the spacecraft. Currently, the Maxar team calculates the
center of gravity based upon mass properties of the spacecraft, and then they construct a static
lift sling. This sling must be redesigned every time new parts are added to the spacecraft as the
old one will not be centered over the pick point. For the Maxar team, all this analysis to make a
new sling at each stage of manufacturing is a very time-consuming process. Their lifts are
functional, but if the end goal is to automate the process with one single lift fixture, allowing
them to avoid analyzing mass properties and spend their time on more critical parts of the
project. The time saved would not be during the action of lifting the spacecraft, but rather the
analysis leading up to the lift.
This document was written to display an understanding of the problem, background research
completed, and document the process as it continues. The project will be continued by another
senior project team that will add electronics to the loading platform and fully automate the lift
fixture.
Following the introduction, the background discusses who the stakeholders for the project are,
and what their needs are. Then, the background will evaluate current solutions and dive into
technical research with patents. After, the objective section will give a proper problem statement,
describe the quality function development (QFD) process, and establish an engineering
specifications table. The FDR outlines the technical research, ideation process, manufacturing,
and testing conducted for the lift fixture and how it meets the criterion discussed.

2. Background
2.1 Stakeholders/Needs Research
Maxar MAGE Ops (Mechanical Aerospace Ground Equipment Operators) currently manually
finds the center of gravity of their satellites by analyzing the mass properties within CAD. This
can lead to several errors and imperfections caused by paint finishes, fasteners, etc. Finding the
center of gravity for a lift, dictates where the crane attaches to the lift sling. This location is
called the pick point. While the sling is connected to the spacecraft at four corner locations, the
sling has a central pick point that needs to be directly over the center of gravity. This is
necessary because as the spacecraft is lifted off its stand, it cannot sway or swing, as that could
hurt the operators around the craft and damage components on it. The problem that arises from
manually finding the center of gravity is that it wastes a lot of company resources and time,
which would be better spent elsewhere. Maxar designs a new lift fixture each time they need to
relocate their spacecraft. This means they must redesign the lift fixture for the same spacecraft
as more components are added to it. Each time a new lift fixture is designed, the pick point
(where the crane attaches to the fixture) must be centered over the center of gravity of the craft,
thus requiring a new analysis to be done. Multiple meetings must be conducted to verify the
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center of gravity is correct so that a smooth operation is conducted. The total process of meetings
and using CAD analysis roughly takes a total of ~1.5 weeks. The goal of this project is to reduce
if not eliminate the time it takes to frequently create a new lift fixture.
The procedure to conduct a vertical lift is made up of many individual steps which consume a
significant amount of time. The time it takes to conduct a lift is not the issue; the main goals of
conducting a lift are safety and accuracy. The general process for a lift is that test conductors
must first adjust the cables attached to the sling such that there is even tension in each cable. The
sling lift, prior to attachment to the spacecraft, must also be horizontal prior to lifting. They then
“crane bump” in both axial directions to get an initial test on the sling’s design. Crane bumping
is when the test conductors move the crane in all four Cartesian directions to make sure the sling
seems balanced and level. Finally, they start to lift slowly. The lift takes place over a long period
of time to ensure safety and allow for weight additions if necessary.
If there is an error in the center of gravity calculations, the spacecraft will lift, but at an angle,
and then oscillate from side to side, potentially damaging the spacecraft and injuring operators
around it. If things start to not lift at a minor angle, the test conductors add weights to the lift
sling and see how it affects the angle of lift. If that is not sufficient, they will put the spacecraft
back down and modify the sling as needed.
At a bare minimum, the goal for this project is to create a mechanically stable lift fixture with a
loading platform that can weigh objects, with an outputted load value and a driving force for the
pick point to move. The goal for this project is to create a proof-of-concept model that at
minimum can analyze and lift a load of 100 lbf (45 kg) with a stretch goal of lifting one of
Maxar’s satellites weighing 1700 lbf (771 kg). This includes determining a method in which the
center of gravity can be found of the load, moving the lift fixture’s pick point directly over that
location, and then safely lifting the whole system.

2.2 Existing Solutions
2.2.1 Technology
Resistive load cells:
When loads are applied, the resistance changes causing a new voltage output. The deflection
pattern is repeatable and therefore can be used continuously. Strain gauges are attached to the
elastic member to measure the new strain.
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Figure 2.1: The pictured load cell has four strain gauges which connect in a Wheatstone
bridge circuit to four unique resistors. [1]

Figure 2.2: A zero voltage output at no load. [1]

Capacitive load cells:
Capacitive load cells are like resistive load cells, but they use a change in capacitance. They are
simpler to construct, more sensitive and are better at detecting small changes, unlike resistive
cells who can get damaged easily or need recalibration. For now, they seem like the best option
to weigh the spacecraft.
2.2.2 Existing Patents
Many applicable patents were found for this project. Below are a few relevant patents.
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US Patent 05081865:

Figure 2.3 [2]
This invention provides a mechanism with which one can determine, statically, and with great
accuracy, the center of gravity of a body, not limited to a specific geometry, by using an offset
known disturbance weight, through angular displacement of the of the system in
two orthogonal planes. The system found application in determining the center of gravity of a
satellite intended for launching into space. What this patent does to measure the center of
gravity is they measure an initial angular condition of the object, and then add a disturbance
mass and measures a final angular position. They then use a set of equations to calculate the
center of gravity. These equations then can all be easily calculated.
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US Patent 8000835:

Figure 2.4 [3]
This patent relates to a system, apparatus, program product, and related methods for gravity
stabilizing a suspended load. This patent contains 3 'levels' of adjustment, each having a center of
gravity correction capability. The patent has a center of gravity stabilized automated adjusting
load bar, which conveys information to a mobile cart, allowing for automated stabilization of a
load.
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US Patent US20160221187A1:

Figure 2.5 [4]
This patent shows a system that determines potential grasp points on an object as well as its loop
control. Based on identified characteristics, the robotic manipulator determines potential grasp
points on the object corresponding to points at which a gripper attached to the robotic
manipulator is operable to grip the physical object.

2.3 Technical Challenges
Currently, there are no publicly available products which can automatically determine the center
of gravity of an object and lift it, especially with something as delicate as a spacecraft. Many
factors must be taken into consideration when performing the lift process of the spacecraft. The
6

lift itself is a process that can take hours, and the engineering time spent to conduct a successful
lift can take weeks. There are two important technical challenges presented in designing this
project. The first being the sling for the lift fixture, as it must adjust itself automatically. The
second is designing a system that will detect weight measurements at certain points and use those
measurements to analyze where the center of gravity lies. The x and y coordinates, as defined
below in Figure 2.6, are the main concern for performing the lift.

Figure 2.6 Defined Coordinate System
Another important technical challenge is attaining a correct loop control. A loop control would
essentially be the sequence of code for the lift. The code present in the loop control that will be
designed must be perfect, as errors in the code could lead to damaging the spacecraft due to
inaccurate lifts or the swaying of spacecraft, which would be very costly.
A factor of safety must be present when designing a lift fixture. When meeting with Maxar
MAGE Ops, the target goal for a proof of concept will be to lift 100 lbf (45 kg). With a factor of
safety of two, the lift that is being designed should be able to lift a 200 lbf (90 kg) object safely
without any high stress or deflection on the lift fixture. The lift fixtures safety, accuracy, and
precision should be guaranteed throughout the whole lift process.

3. Objectives
3.1 Problem Statement
Maxar Technologies needs a way to lift their spacecraft without having to calculate the center of
gravity and manufacture a new lift fixture while the spacecraft is under construction. It can take
up to two weeks to create a new lift fixture for the spacecraft as more parts amalgamate onto
it. This is something Maxar needs to be correct about, so their team and facility is safe from the
craft swinging. If there were a way for the lift fixture to measure and determine where the C.G.
is, then the fixture could automatically adjust to the craft each time.
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3.2 Boundary Sketch
Figure 3.1 depicts the boundary within the system where the design will take place. The pick
point is the main part of the system being designed for.

Figure 3.1 Boundary Sketch

3.3 Stakeholders’ Wants and Needs
Through various meetings with the Maxar MAGE team, several critical needs were found for the
design. First, the lift fixture’s cornerstone is safety. It must be able to lift the spacecraft without
tipping, swaying, or endangering any people or the craft itself. Secondly, the MAGE team
clearly is more than capable of designing and analyzing their static lift fixtures, however, that
process is largely time inefficient and takes away from when they can be working on more
important parts of the project. The goal of this project is to streamline or automate any part of
the lift process, and have the project be scalable to much higher loads.

3.4 Quality Function Deployment
The team used the previously stated wants and needs to fill the “What” section of the QFD.
Next, they brainstormed design possibilities to fill the “How” section based on their meetings
with the MAGE team. After, they compared the current manual lift system Maxar uses to their
criteria in the “Now” section. Following the team’s discussion with test conductors, they filled
out the “Who” section with weight values for how much each customer group values and certain
need or want. Comparing all the above, the team placed their targets in the “How Much” section
and evaluated the manual lift at these targets. Lastly, they established correlations in the top
section. What was observed through the QFD was that the most important part of this design was
the safety of the lift sling and the accuracy of the device. Scalability of the sling is crucial, but
without accuracy or safety, the sling would be ineffective.
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3.5 Engineering Specifications
3.5.1 Engineering Specifications Table
Table 3.1: Engineering Specifications Table
Spec. # Description
Target
Tolerance
1
Pick point to < 5% Error
Target
C.G.
2
Total weight
90 kg
Min
liftable
3
Deformation
0 mm
Target
4

Balanced
without load

±1⁰

Target

Risk*
H

Compliance**
T

L

A, T, I

H

A, T, I

L

A, T, I

Tests
Data
collection
FEA
Analysis
FEA
Analysis
Leveler

* Risk of meeting specification: (H) High, (M) Medium, (L) Low
** Compliance Methods: (A) Analysis, (I) Inspection, (S) Similar to Existing, (T) Test
3.5.2 Engineering Specifications List
1. The pick point must be close to the center of gravity for the lift to be conducted safely.
The margin for error for this is very small, as having the pick point not directly above the
center of gravity will cause tipping for a lift.
2. For the proof of concept to be considered successful, the lift fixture should be able to lift
at least 45 kg.
3. The lift fixture being designed should not be deforming more than 5 mm.
4. When the fixture is being lifted without carrying a load, it is equally important to stay
level for the safety of the operators as the empty fixture moves with the crane.
3.5.3 High-Risk Specifications
The accuracy of the pick point is a critical component to the success of the project. An inaccurate
pick point would cause an unsafe and unsuccessful lift. It is crucial that the load cells that are
purchased and used to determine the center of gravity of the pick point are accurate. If it is found
that they are inaccurate, they will be calibrated until they start to read accurate and precise
values.
Any form of deformation of the lift fixture being built would be incredibly dangerous for the
project. It is imperative that the lift fixture does not bend during a lift. Finite Element Analysis
(F.E.A) will be conducted to prevent this from happening, and the lift fixture will be observed
throughout the whole lift process.

4. Concept Design
The concept ideation process has consisted of creating ideations and creating Pugh matrices and
weighted decision matrices. The ideations were made to attain a better understanding of the
system. The matrices were used to evaluate the different functions of the system to develop the
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final concept design of the lift fixture. The final concept includes a sling design and the load cells
chosen for the lift. The sling design and the load cells are shown in Figure 4.1.

4.1 Concept Development/Ideation and Function Concept Prototypes
The team developed function prototypes using mainly cardboard, string, tape, and other materials
to model a few of the function concepts during the ideation processes, shown in Appendix D.
These models allowed for the team to better reinforce certain ideas and showed how each of
these functions would be manufactured.
The ideation process involved replicating similar functions that a lift fixture would have. Simple
materials, such as cardboard and string, were used to replicate these functions. Functions such as
the load cells on the base, basic lifts with pick points, modelling the asymmetry of the spacecraft,
and basic sling fixtures were made. Appendix D shows how the load cells would likely be
assembled in a four-load cell system or a three-load cell system. It was brought up in a sponsor
meeting that a three-load cell configuration may be more stable and easier to utilize than a fourload cell configuration, but testing would likely need to be conducted to showcase this. Appendix
D shows how a basic lift would look. This ideation was done to reinforce the concept of
tensioning the wires slowly and performing a slow and even lift is very important.

4.2 Pugh and Weighted Decision Matrices
The final concept prototype was determined through analysis of Pugh matrices that weighed a
functions idea against other ideas and a weighted decision matrix that compared the full concepts
and alignment with the specifications in the Quality Function Development.
4.2.1 Pugh Matrices
The purpose of a Pugh matrix is to compare the different ideas for a specific function using
criterion. An idea is used as the datum to compare every other idea to. The datum would be the
baseline and best meet the criteria, having a resulting score of 0. The values of +, -, and S are
assigned to the ideas corresponding to whether it is better, worse, or the same. A negative score
indicates that the idea does not meet the criteria or the datum, and a positive score indicates the
idea meets the criteria as the datum. A score of 0 indicates that the idea is on the same level as
the datum. Pugh matrices were developed and showcased regarding the type of load cell to use as
well as which method to move the sling. It was found that most load cells would be applicable
for the purposes of this project, but the most ideal load cell was the capacitive load cell. It was
also found that the usage of a worm gear would be the best method of moving the pick point. The
Pugh matrices can be viewed on Appendix C.
4.2.2 Weighted Decision Matrix
Combining the Pugh matrices for system load determination and motion of pick point, there were
two main choices from each that combined into four total systems. As stated earlier, the top
choices from the Pugh matrices were capacitive load cells and worm gears. The two top choices
were combined for each function to create their system configurations. Resistive load cells are
less sensitive and require more maintenance than their capacitive counterparts and therefore
scored lower in accuracy, cost, and scalability. A pneumatic system will be more accurate at a
smaller scale, but as the goal of the project is for it to be applied to larger loads, worm gears were
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found to have the highest score for the system configuration, and thus will be used in the design.
These results can be seen in Appendix E.

4.3 Final Concept Design
When looking at our concept designs seen in Appendix D, the team noticed that load cells would
be the most compact form to analyze the mass properties. They also offer the most accuracy in
their measurements and would not risk failure as beams might. The team still needs to further
compare how three load cells and four load cells work in a real application. An example
scenario was evaluated through static analysis by hand and validated in MATLAB in Appendix
G for four corner load cells. Given that these values aligned, our concept model contains such a
configuration. The team has yet to analyze the capacitive signals and convert them to their
weight values. So far, our stretch goal bracket needs to be at largest, 2’ by 3’, so our concept
was square with sides of 2’ and can later be altered as needed. The distance between the base
and the lift fixture has yet to be determined and thus is at an arbitrary value.

Figure 4.1: CAD Concept Model
The model pictured above includes these dimensions and will use the load cells displayed in
orange to determine the center of gravity, then the motors in the green portion of the bracket will
rotate the worm gears so the pick point is centered on the center of gravity. The worm gears are
modeled as yellow cylinders. The sling will be connected to a crane. The pick point will be
moved by the worm gears. Everything else should stay stationary. The pick point will move
within the bracket itself.
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4.4 Preliminary Design Risks
Prior to testing and manufacturing the lift fixture, the team considered the risks involved in the
design. The Design Hazard Checklist in Appendix F indicates that there are quite a few hazards
that require corrective actions.
Pinch points would be a hazard, as the motors will rotate the worm gears and shift the pick point.
The joints will pinch at the end of the worm gears, which could be a potential hazard. To
counteract this, shields will be placed around gears so that they are not exposed.
The system will have large moving masses, as a 45 kg object will be lifted. The lift fixture
created will certainly lift above the center of gravity and go slow and steadily to not cause any
tipping. The lift fixture, in very unlikely circumstances, could potentially fall under gravity, but a
safety factor of 1.5 for the lift fixture was chosen, so this should ensure the safety of the
spacecraft and the user. A large overhanging weight is a part of the design, as it is a lift fixture.
There is no way to correct this except for putting a warning sign to not be under the lift as it is
being lifted. The user could also lift something that they should not, such as a human, which
would be another hazard, but the only corrective action would be to let professionals such as test
conductors perform the lifts.
The system will also be utilizing load cells, which could provide an electrical hazard. A warning
sign that electricity is present will be on the system, and the system will be properly grounded
and use a surge protector.

5. Final Design
This section discusses the final design of the lift fixture sling and loading platform. Furthermore,
it discusses safety and maintenance of the designs, discusses why specific parts and materials
were chosen, and summarizes the cost analysis associated with the final design.

5.1 Final Selected Design
The final selected design is much different from the design that was formulated in the concept
model. With more research having been completed throughout the summer break, a new design
was created that was heavily inspired by an engine load leveling sling and a CNC machine.
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Figure 5.1. Engine load leveling sling
The final selected design focuses on maximizing simplicity, precision, and accuracy. The design
will consist of two separate assemblies – the sling and loading platform. The loading platform
will consist of four capacitive load cells to weigh the object and calculate the center of gravity.
The sling will contain components required to move towards the center of gravity of the object
and lift it. This includes a microcontroller (Arduino), linear actuators, stepper motors, and
hoisting rings. The platform will primarily consist of an Arduino and strain gauge load cells.
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Figure 5.2. View of Lift Sling
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Figure 5.3. Bottom View of Loading Platform

Modifications to this design were made during the FDR process. It was discovered during testing
that by having a small and lightweight loading platform, any amount of weight placed on the
assembly will cause the sling to tip over. This is because the center of gravity of the sling itself
would be vertically imbalanced. To combat this, the pick point carrier was extended by a
considerable amount. Having a small loading platform also limits what objects can be put onto
the loading platform, as there is not a lot of space. The newly added loading platform and pick
point carrier can be seen in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4. Final Design
The system’s first function is to track the center of gravity of an object placed on the loading
platform. To attain accurate results using strain gauge load cells, four load cells will be used to
provide four separate outputs.
The load cells will measure a change in resistance and will report it to a load cell amplifier called
an HX711, which will directly communicate to an Arduino. The Arduino will wait for the weight
to reach a steady reading, and then calculate the center of gravity of the object based on the
readings of the strain gauges.
The calculations the Arduino conduct will output the coordinates of where the pick point should
be for a balanced lift. The coordinates that are going to be outputted will be in the form of Gcode, a coding language that is primarily used in computer-aided manufacturing to control
automated machine tools.
The coordinates will be entered into another Arduino with a CNC shield which controls the
motors. The stepper motors will then spin the linear actuators, which are connected by a coupler.
The pick point is mounted to a block connected to the carriage of the linear actuator so it can
travel, which is labeled the wing design. The motors will spin until the pick point is aligned over
the center of gravity. The stepper motors will be connected to the CNC shield, which is going to
be powered through a 12 V power supply.
When the pick point is aligned over the center of gravity of the object, it is ready to be lifted.
Paracord will be attached to the hoist rings at the four corners of the sling and will attach to the
loading platform. This will allow for a connection of the lift sling and loading platform where
weight will be placed.
16

The sling will be hoisted up and put into pretension. The cables will be placed into tension, and
the crane will pull up. The electronics will be successful if the readings of all four load cells
reach zero at the same rate and time.

5.2 Safety Considerations
The safety of the user and the device is of utmost importance. The safety of the design was
reviewed by conducting a Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA), which is shown in
Appendix A. This process investigates how the design could fail and considers how these failures
would affect the customer. Most of the points of failure for the lift will be software related, so
actions to mitigate and reduce failure modes will be achieved once the programming phase
occurs. This phase will start once the load cells and stepper motors are implemented into the
design.
For a successful lift, the load cells will reach a reading of zero at the same rate. If this is not the
case, the lift will immediately stop, and the object will slowly be placed down and
troubleshooted.
Another safety precaution being made would be sharp corners being rounded to mitigate any
dangers with handling. An emergency stop button for the motors will also be included in the
CNC shield purchased and will be easy to access if things happen to malfunction.

5.3 Design, Material and Part Selection Justification
5.3.1 A36 Steel/Aluminum
A36 is the most common structural steel that is used in most commercial applications. A36 steel
adds strength and rigidity at a lower price compared to other grades and variations of steel
plate. For lifting applications, a high Young’s modulus and shear modulus are desirable, and A36
steel has high values of 200 GPa and 79 GPa respectively. This steel will be more than sufficient
for the slotted beam, which is where deflection could possibly occur. The other components will
be made of aluminum, as they have no chance of failure.
5.3.2 Linear Actuators
Linear actuators are used for converting rotational motion into push or pull linear motion. They
can be used for lifting applications, and they provide safe and reliable motion control. Linear
actuators were chosen for their accuracy and their simplicity. Three linear actuators are going to
be used for the design. By having three linear actuators, a beam can be mounted on top of one
linear actuator, which will be providing support to the linear actuators during lifts.
5.3.3 Stepper Motors
Stepper motors are extremely accurate for movement and are commonly used in CNC and 3-D
printer applications. Compared to alternatives such as servo motors, they are more affordable and
simpler to use. For the linear actuator to work with the stepper motors, a coupler must be used.
The stepper motors will be mounted using brackets.
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5.3.4 Square Plate Design
When designing for the movement of the sling, the movement of the actuators should be equal,
so a square plate is the most logical. To support the actuators when lifting, the linear actuators
will be mounted to the underside of the plate. The linear actuators are fragile and would easily
break apart if a lift was conducted without the support that the square plate would provide.
By putting a plate on top, any potential bending moment will be translated to the plate, which
will cause a lot less deflection and stress to be placed on the plate.
5.3.5 Slotted Beam Design
A slot will be cut into a plate, which will form a beam-like design for the pick point. The slot cut
is made so that the pick point can attach to the carriage of the linear actuator. This can be seen in
Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5 Pick point attaching to the carriage of the linear actuator
The beam is placed on top of the linear actuator, and its purpose it to help support the linear
actuator when a lift is conducted. This beam is going to be primarily taking on most of the load,
as the pick point is on top of the linear actuator. A finite element analysis (FEA) was conducted.
113 kg (250 lbf) of radial downwards force was placed on one of the edges of the slot, with both
sides constrained. The extra 23 kg (50 lbf) of load is for the estimated weight of the sling itself.
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The von-mises stress and displacement was analyzed, and the results can be seen as shown in
Figures 5.4 and 5.5. From these results, it can be interpreted that the displacement and stress of
the beams are safe, and the sling should not deform. This also shows that 6.35 mm (0.25 in) of
thickness for the slotted beam will be more than sufficient for the proof of concept being created.

Figure 5.6. Finite Element Analysis of von Mises Stress for the Slotted Beam

Figure 5.7. Finite Element Analysis of Displacement for the Slotted Beam
19

5.3.6 Loading Platform
The loading platform will be where loads will be applied to the sling. It will be attached to the
sling through the usage of paracord. Holes will be drilled at the same location of the swivel hoist
rings of the square plate so that eyebolts can be attached. This will allow for a connection of the
sling to the loading platform.
5.3.7 Pick Point Plate
A plate is going to be mounted and secured on top of the carriage of the linear actuator. The
carrier is mounted on top of the wing design. The purpose of the carrier was to provide a pick
point, where the swivel hoist ring will attach to.
With the new pick point plate added, the swivel hoist ring was removed. Paracord instead was
attached to the holes of the pick point plate to directly connect to the sawhorse suspending the
sling.
A loop design was created such that the pick point plate would only fail through the tension of
the paracord suspending the weight of the sling shearing through the pick point plate. Multiple
knots were made in between the connection of the sawhorse and pick point plate to prevent
failure occurring from the paracord. A hole was made in the middle of the pick point plate so that
the loop can exit the pick point plate in the middle. A demonstration of the new pick point plate
can be seen in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.8. New pick point plate suspended from a sawhorse
Because the new pick point plate was implemented during the testing phase, it was 3D Printed to
save time. An FEA analysis was conducted to ensure that the new pick point plate would be able
to withstand the weight of the sling and the loads being applied to the loading platform. The FEA
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analysis can be seen in Figures 5.9-5.10. The material that was used was ABS plastic, and a 100
lbf load was applied.

Figure 5.9. Finite element analysis of the pick point plates von Mises stress.
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Figure 5.10. Finite element analysis of the pick point plate displacement.

5.3.8 Pick Point Wing Design (Pick Point Carrier)
A wing design was created to be mounted on the edges of the linear actuator carriage. This was
done so that when the sling is lifted vertically while conducting heavy lifts, the wings will
intersect with the slotted beam, which will transfer the load to the beam.
5.3.9 Swivel Hoist Rings
Swivel hoist rings were chosen because they are commonly used in lifting applications. This is
because they can both pivot 180° and swivel 360°. This means that they can swivel hoist rings to
lift from any direction while maintaining the full working load limit. The hoist rings will be
attached to the corners of the square plate design, and cables that are made for lifting will attach
to the rings.
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5.3.10 Sling Legs
The purpose of adding legs to the sling is so that when it is not being used, it will be able to rest.
Using steel will be unnecessary for this application, as it will cause the total weight of the sling
to significantly increase and would be costly, so the legs will be made of aluminum. The legs are
placed such that there is no interference between the movement of the actuators and the sling
legs.
5.3.11 Coupler
A coupler will be attached to connect the linear actuator and stepper motors together. The
coupler allows the motor to spin the linear actuator. The diameter of the linear actuator and
stepper motors are different. The diameter of the stepper motor was measured to be 5 mm, and
the diameter of the linear actuator was measured to be 10 mm, thus, a 5 to 10 mm coupler will be
used to connect the two together. A set screw will be used to set the coupler.
5.3.12 Arduino
Two Arduino UNO’s will be used for this project. The first Arduino is going to be for load cells,
and the second Arduino will be used for motors. The reason two Arduino’s are going to be used
is because the CNC shield that is going to be used will take up all the input for anything else.
Because load cells are a crucial part of the design, another Arduino being implemented was
found to be the next best option. Arduinos were chosen because they are simple to use and there
are already multiple libraries and integrable components available.
5.3.13 HX711
The HX711 is designed specifically for weighing scales and is ideal for applications where load
cells are used. It is made for amplifying signals from cells and reporting them to another
microcontroller. The HX711 allows for easy reading of load cells.
5.3.14 CNC Shield
A CNC shield is going to be used to control the motors. When researching the best methods to
control the stepper motors, it was found that loading GRBL, which is an open-source G-code
parser, was best for the design. The stepper motors will be much simpler to integrate using a
CNC shield.
5.3.15 Strain-Gauge Load Cells
Strain-gauge load cells are the most common type of load cells that are used for weighing
objects. They are used in most industry settings and are used for load measuring. On top of that,
they are extremely cost-effective and very accurate.
5.3.16 Power Supply
When it comes to stepper motor applications, a voltage of 12-36 V is required. To be safe, a 12 V
power supply is going to be used.
5.3.17 Screws, Nuts, and Washers
The screws, nuts, and washers were all sized from the linear actuators, as they are threaded. The
linear actuators that are being purchased have M3 holes for the carriages and M8 holes for
mountable sides. Because the actuators need to be mounted by the beams, the length of the
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screws are quite long. They are all fitted with their appropriate nuts and washers to help prevent
any potential back driving.
5.3.18 Sawhorse
The sling needs to be suspended for a lift to be conducted, and there must be enough clearance
such that the loading platform does not touch the ground but is close enough to it such that if a
failure occurs, minimal damage will ensue. A sawhorse will be used to suspend the sling so that
lifts can be safely conducted. Sawhorses are relatively inexpensive and the one being purchased
has a very high rated load (~1300 lbs).
5.3.19 Paracord
Paracord was the rope that was chosen to tie the sling to the loading platform. The paracord will
also be what connects the sling to the sawhorse. Paracord generally has a rated load of 550 lbs,
which is enough for the loads that are going to be tested, and it is very inexpensive.
5.3.20 Turnbuckles and Eyebolts
It is very difficult to tie four knots and have all the knots be an equal length, which is required to
have the sling be level. To accomplish this, turnbuckles are used to shorten/extend the length of
the paracord. The eyebolts will be mounted onto the loading platform, and the paracord, which
will be tied on the swivel hoist rings, will connect to the turnbuckles. The turnbuckles will then
latch onto the eyebolts.
5.3.21 Handles
Handles were added to the pick point plate in an area that would have no effect on the sling
during lifts. The handles were added so that the sling could be transported easier.

5.4 Cost Analysis Summary
After sourcing components and compiling their prices, the total cost of the system came out to
approximately ~$4200. The bulk of the system’s cost comes from the cost of the manufactured
parts ($2449), the linear actuators ($862), and the hoist rings ($376). For the motor applications,
it was found that a bundle of materials rather than buying each component separately was far less
expensive.
The purchased components can be split into five different categories as can be seen in Figure 5.9:
the lift sling machined components, the lift sling hardware, the lift sling electronics, the loading
platform electronics, and the loading platform hardware. A detailed list of the bill of materials
can be seen in Appendix H.
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Figure 5.10. Bill of materials split into sub-assemblies

6. Manufacturing Plan
The design for the loading platform and the sling was created to keep manufactured or modified
parts to a minimum. Most of the key components can be purchased third party sources.
Typically, senior projects are very labor intensive in terms of manufacturing, but due to a lack of
labor force in the group, components will be manufactured through the usage of a CNC. This
section discusses the steps required to manufacture the sling and loading platform. To acquire a
better understanding of the manufacturing process, engineering drawings are attached in
Appendix H.

6.1. Material Procurement and Final Assembly
All key components will be purchased from third party manufacturers. The screws, hoist rings,
and lifting cables will be acquired through McMaster. Many of the electronics will be acquired
through Amazon. The material procurement can be seen in the Bill of Materials. With the metal
parts rapid prototyped, most of the assembly process had involved the torquing of the screws. A
detailed list of manufacturing steps and assembly process can be seen in Appendix I. The final
assembly can be seen in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2. Final assembly

6.2 Challenges
A large problem that was encountered during the manufacturing process was the lead time of
parts. The linear actuators that were desired from igus had a lead time of three months, while the
website had said that they were ready to ship. This caused the whole design to be scaled down, as
the only linear actuators available from them were half the size. When ordered, they had also
taken a long time to process and ship.
Unfortunately, due to an error in the drawings, every hole was a threaded hole. On top of this, the
linear actuators that were ordered had different dimensions than listed on the STEP file and
website. To remedy this, the metal pieces were taken to Mustang 60 and remedied accordingly.
The holes that mounted the linear actuator to the sling assembly were sized up until they had fit,
and the holes that were not supposed to be threaded were drilled out.

7. Design Verification Plan
The design verification plan details how the sling and loading platform will meet all the required
specifications. A complete summary of the design verification plan can be found in Appendix J.
The load cell values are the most important component of the system, as they are the primary
driver for the movement of the sling. Ensuring the load cells are calibrated accurately is
necessary for the determination of the accuracy of the entire device. If the load cells cannot
accurately output a correct weight, then the electronics cannot be used to conduct a lift.
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The motors are vital to the movement of the sling. The motors can be a potential safety hazard
when being operated. The motors will be directly attached to a coupler unit, which will attach to
the linear actuator. Software testing will ensure that the code runs properly, but in case the code
fails, the system will have an emergency reset button such that if motors were to spin out of
control, the motors will immediately stop spinning. The motors should spin to the center of
gravity, and ideally will spin within 3 mm of the objects center of gravity.
Hoisting an object can be a safety hazard for the surrounding area. When conducting the lift, no
object or person will be near the sling while it is being operated. A warning sign will be placed
such that people are clear of the area while the lift is being conducted. The ropes that are
attached to the object being hoisted will be checked to ensure that they are secured to the object.
The object being lifted will be weighed on a different scale to ensure that it is within 45 kg.
Electrical wiring safety is very important when working with this system. While there are no
high voltages, the power supply has enough energy to provide a shock to a person if there are
exposed wires. Wires must be properly insulated and there cannot be any shorts in the system, as
this is a safety hazard. The test for exposed wires can be performed visually as well as with a
voltmeter.
When the lift is conducted, the slotted beam which is taking all the load will be inspected
throughout the whole process. This will be done to ensure that the beam does not deflect too
much. If it is observed that the beam deflects too much, the lift will immediately stop. Located
below in Table 7.1. is an overview of the tests and engineering specifications, and if these tests
and specifications had passed or failed.
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7.1 Test Results
Table 7.1. Design verification plan with pass or fail results
TEST PLAN

Specification #

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Test Description
Load Cells Properly
Calibrated & Can
Weight Objects
Motors Spin to the
center of gravity
Lifting of weights to
center of gravity
Ropes properly
secured
Weight
Motors Spin with
accordance to the
linear actuator
No beam deflection
when lift conducted
Wires properly
insulated

Acceptance Criteria

Pass/Fail

Pass/Fail

Fail

± 5% Error

Pass

No Sway

Pass

Pass/Fail

Pass

45 ± 1 kg

Fail

Pass/Fail

Pass

Pass/Fail

Pass

Pass/Fail

Pass

Load cells (Failed)
Using the Arduino and HX711, it was possible to calibrate a singular load cell. However, when
using multiple load cells, there was only the option to calibrate one load cell. The HX711-Multi
library was used to use multiple load cells. The wiring was properly done, and an output was
being received, but without proper calibration, it was decided that the lift would be best
conducted without the usage of load cells. A diagram of how the load cells were wired and the
attempts to code them can be seen in appendices K and L. The explanation for how the lift was
conducted without load cells is explained in test result three.
Weight (Failed)
Because a wood platform was used, less weight had to be used. The original idea was to order
the steel platform after the sling was built, but unfortunately due to time constraints, this was not
done. The weights that were used with the wooden platform was 4.5 kg and 9 kg.
Motor Requirements (Passed)
The motors successfully span to the center of gravity of the object. Data was recorded without
the usage of load cells by first calibrating the lift sling. The motors span to a known increment in
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the x direction and fixed y direction, and the weight distance was recorded. This was repeated
with the x direction fixed and a known y increment as well. The interface for how the motors
span can be seen in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1. Graphical user interface of how the motors span. The jog controller window (left
side) displays the increment (step size) of where the motors will spin. The feed rate controls how
fast the motors will spin. The visualizer window (right side) shows where the motors are located
relative to the origin, with the yellow cone displaying where the motors are at.
This test was conducted for the 4.5 kg and 9 kg weights, and the results can be seen in Tables
7.2-7.5.
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Table 7.2. Weight distance for a fixed Y increment and varying X increment for a 4.5 kg
weight.
X
Increment
(mm)
0
5
10
15
-5
-10
-15
2
4
6
8
12
14
-2
-4
-6
-8
-12
-14

Weight
distance (mm)
0
55
117
157
-51
-110
-146
35
47
65
76
134
147
-18
-31
-58
-80
-123
-138
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Table 7.3. Weight distance for a fixed X increment and varying Y increment for a 4.5 kg weight.
Y Increment (mm)
0
-2
-4
-6
-8
2
4
6
8

Weight distance
(mm)
0
-13
-42
-71
-96
19
63
90
111

Table 7.4. Weight distance for a fixed Y increment and varying X increment for a 9 kg weight.
X Increment
(mm)
0
5
10
15
-5
-10
-15

Weight distance
(mm)
0
32
60
90
-30
-58
-87

Table 7.5. Weight distance for a fixed X increment and varying Y increment for a 9 kg weight.
Y Increment
(mm)
0
2
4
6
8
-2
-4
-6
-8

Weight
distance
(mm)
0
16
32
48
68
-15
-35
-46
-60
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With these data points, a linear curve can be calculated. The linear curve will be used to find
what the true weight distance will be. The X and Y motors will spin to a random location, and
using the linear curve equation, the true weight distance can be located. Comparisons can be
made for the observed weight distance and true weight distance by finding the percent error. The
linear curve plots can be seen in Figures 7.2- 7.4. The observed and true weight distance data and
percent error calculations can all be seen in Tables 7.6-7.7. With such low percent errors, it can
be concluded that the motors do spin to the center of gravity and spin with accordance to the
linear actuators.
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Figure 7.2. Plot of weight distance vs. x increment for a 4.5 kg weight at a fixed y increment.
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Figure 7.3. Plot of weight distance vs. y increment for a 4.5 kg weight at a fixed x increment.
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Figure 7.4. Plot of weight distance vs. x increment for a 9 kg weight at a fixed y increment.
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Figure 7.5. Plot of weight distance vs. y increment for a 9 kg weight at a fixed x increment.
Table 7.6. Percent error between the observed and true weight distances of the 4.5 kg weight for
randomized x and y motor increments.
Motor X
Increment

Motor Y
Increment

0
5
-10
-5
-10
3

0
8
8
4
6
7

True Weight Distance
X
Y
0
0
56.0
110.3
-99.7
110.3
-47.8
58.5
-99.7
84.4
35.3
97.4

Observed Weight
Distance
X
Y
0
0
55
110
-104
116
-49
61
-105
81
33
104

Percent Error
X
Y
0
0
1.84
0.28
4.27
5.15
2.47
4.19
5.27
4.06
6.41
6.81

Table 7.7. Percent error between the observed and true weight distances of the 9 kg weight for
randomized x and y motor increments.
Motor X
Increment

Motor Y
Increment

0
15
10
15
15
10

0
8
6
-2
6
-2

True Weight Distance
X
Y
0
0
89.8
64.8
60.2
48.8
89.8
-15.1
89.8
48.8
60.2
-15.1

Observed Weight
Distance
X
Y
0
0
93
63
62
52
92
-15.5
94
50
64
-15.5

Percent Error
X
Y
0
0
3.54
2.81
2.97
6.47
2.43
2.69
4.65
2.38
6.29
2.69
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Safety (Passed)
The lifts that were conducted were overall very safe. Due to the low weights applied to the
loading platform, there was no beam deflection that had occurred at all during the lift. All the
paracord was properly secured and tightened with multiple knots so there was little chance of the
paracord coming undone. The wires were all properly insulated and secured.

7.2 Challenges/Lessons Learned
The main lesson learned from this experience was to order components in advance when
working on time sensitive projects, and to phone call third-party vendors to ensure that their
website is accurate and up to date. If a phone call was made to order the linear actuators in the
first place, then problems such as having to rescale the whole design would have been avoided.
Ordering components in advance would have saved a lot of time as well, and this time could
have been better used for testing the product.
Progression in coding was a large challenge due to a lack of experience and resources available
online for the applications. Coding research should be done ahead of time, especially since the
usage of Arduinos and coding with them was an underdeveloped skill.

8. Project Management
8.1 Project Phases
The entire design project was carried out for a total of three quarters over the course of a school
year, starting from Spring of 2021, but was finished after the fact. The design process was
broken down to a six-step approach of defining, creating, evaluating, specifying, building, and
testing. This was an intertwined process where new discoveries caused a reevaluation of a
previous step.
In the define stage, a better understanding of the scope of the project and the needs and wants of
the sponsor was attained. Interviews were conducted of the lifting team as well as the MAGE
team. Combining the information of these elements, a Quality Function Deployment House of
Quality was created as shown in Appendix A.
After the scope of work was submitted, the creating, evaluating, and specifying stages had
started. Concept models were developed for the lift sling, and matrices were created for the
functional decomposition of the product until a concept design was created that the sponsor was
satisfied with. Preliminary prototyping was done to demonstrate basic functionality of how a lift
would have been conducted, and these tests gave data about the efficacy of the design. A CAD
model was created to justify the intended design direction. Analyses were conducted to ensure
that the product was safe and would work.
With the design approved, the manufacturing process had begun with attaining the parts to
purchase. Communication with vendors for rapid prototyping of the metal pieces and other
hardware was done. Testing of load cells was conducted to verify the functionality during the
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lead time. Creation of the test procedures and testing was conducted when the assembly was
finished, and due to some revamps in the design, the project was finished in Spring of 2022.
Half hour meetings were conducted weekly for the first quarter with sponsors Aric Sangruchi
and Erik Woods, and in the second and third quarters, meetings were conducted twice a week.
Tasks and milestones leading up to the Final Design Report were completed as shown in the
Gantt chart in Appendix B.

9. Conclusions & Recommendations
9.1 Recommendations for further development
The final sling prototype was successful in demonstrating that the lift sling is scalable and can be
used for lifts for spacecraft to locate the center of gravity, but the prototype is far from a finished
product. Recommendations for further development have been compiled into two categories:
hardware and electronics.

9.1.1 Hardware Recommendations
The limiting factors in the current design are the material usage for the pick point plate, the
material usage for the loading platform, and the linear actuator sizing. Making the pick point
plate and loading platform out of a material such as steel or even aluminum would drastically
affect the level of loads that can be applied.
The linear actuators were the only ready to ship ones available. Having larger linear actuators
would increase the range of motion of the sling, and this would allow for more varied testing to
be conducted. However, this would be a very expensive upgrade, as the pick point plate and
slotted beam would have to also be remade.

9.1.2 Electronics Recommendations
The largest shortcoming in the final prototype is the electronics. This was primarily due to the
calibration issue in which using the HX711 library only allowed for the calibration of one load
cell. On top of this, the one load cell that was being calibrated was very finnicky, and this caused
the load cells to be scrapped entirely.
Upon completion of the project, it was found that by using python, it was possible to calibrate
each load cell individually using the HX711 with documentation. It is thus recommended that the
team that continues this project use Python rather than Arduino code to use the multi-HX711.

9.2 Conclusion
The biggest problem that this project had faced was with the linear actuators. If this project were
to be redone, the vendors for the linear actuator should be contacted immediately, which would
alleviate a lot of potential down time to work on the project. A lot more time should be devoted
to the coding in the project to make the load cells fully functional.
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The final prototype and testing conducted demonstrates that using linear actuators and motors to
move the pick point of the sling to the center of gravity of a spacecraft while remaining level,
can be applied to spacecraft. This product shows promise, and with further optimizations and
developments made, can be fully automated.
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Appendices
Appendix A. House of Quality (QFD)

1

Appendix B. Gantt Chart
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Appendix C. Pugh Matrices
Load Cells

Motion of Pick Point
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Appendix D. Concept Design Models
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Appendix E. Weighted Decision Matrices
Morphological Matrix

Weighted System Matrix
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Appendix F. Hazard Design Checklist
Y

N

Y

N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N

1. Will any part of the design create hazardous revolving, reciprocating, running, shearing, punching,
pressing, squeezing, drawing, cutting, rolling, mixing or similar action, including pinch points and
sheer points?
2. Can any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations?
3. Will the system have any large moving masses or large forces?
4. Will the system produce a projectile?
5. Would it be possible for the system to fall under gravity creating injury?
6. Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design?
7. Will the system have any sharp edges?
8. Will any part of the electrical systems not be grounded?
9. Will there be any large batteries or electrical voltage in the system above 40 V?
10. Will there be any stored energy in the system such as batteries, flywheels, hanging weights or
pressurized fluids?
11. Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or dust fuel as part of the system?
12. Will the user of the design be required to exert any abnormal effort or physical posture during the
use of the design?
13. Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in either the design or the
manufacturing of the design?
14. Can the system generate high levels of noise?
15. Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such as fog, humidity,
cold, high temperatures, etc?
16. Is it possible for the system to be used in an unsafe manner?
17. Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please explain on reverse.

Description of Hazard
Planned Corrective Action
The system is designed to lift large System will determine the center of gravity and lift
weights without tipping them.
directly above that point and so the load will lift
without tipping.
As the crane lifts the system and Safety factors of at least 1.5 for the cables and the
spacecraft, if the tension in the
fixture.
cables or the fixture itself
undergoes too much shear force,
they could fracture.
The spacecraft could be hung over Put a caution sign to not be under the device as it is
the users’ head if they are standing
operating.
under it as it is being lifted.
Load cells require energy to
Put a warning sign that electricity will be used.
function. The programs will not Ensure the system is properly grounded and use a
function without energy.
surge protector.
The system could be used in an Have only test conductors who know what they are
unsafe manner if the user decides to
doing operate the system.
lift something they shouldn’t, like a
human or an animal.
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Appendix G. Engineering Drawings
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Bill of materials for CAD assembly
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Appendix H. Detailed Bill of Materials
Bill of materials for lift sling machined components
Part
Number

System/Part Source
Lift Sling Machined
Components

Descriptive Part Name

Quantity Cost

XO1000

Xometry

Top Plate

x1

XO1001

Xometry

Pick Point Plate

x1

XO1002

Xometry

Pick Point Wings

x2

XO1003

Xometry

Slotted Beam

x1

XO1004

Xometry

Sling Legs

x4

Total Cost of Components

$
1,029.35
$
130.43
$
154.06
$
759.54
$
376.00
$
2,449.38
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Bill of materials for lift sling hardware
Part
Number

0660

System/Part Source
Lift Sling Hardware
igus

98363A113
McMaster-carr
91290A213
McMaster-carr
98689A116
McMaster-carr

91294A244
McMaster-carr
91290A214
McMaster-carr
95263A134
McMaster-carr
91290A154
McMaster-carr
98689A113
McMaster-carr
90592A090
McMaster-carr
91290A137
McMaster-carr

Descriptive Part Name
drylin SAW-0660 linear
actuator
Steel Oversized Washer for
M8 Screw Size, 9 mm ID, 28
mm OD
Black-Oxide Alloy Steel
Socket Head Screw, M8 x
1.25 mm Thread, 55 mm
Long, Fully Threaded
General Purpose 18-8
Stainless Steel Washer for
M8 Screw Size, 8.400 mm
ID, 15 mm OD
Black-Oxide Alloy Steel Hex
Drive Flat Head Screw, 90
Degree Countersink, M6 x
1.00 mm Thread, 30 mm
Long
Black-Oxide Alloy Steel
Socket Head Screw, M8 x
1.25 mm Thread, 60 mm
Long, Fully Threaded
Alloy Steel Socket Head
Screw, Zinc Plated, M3 x 0.5
mm Thread, 10 mm Long
Black-Oxide Alloy Steel
Socket Head Screw, M4 x 0.7
mm Thread, 16 mm Long
General Purpose 18-8
Stainless Steel Washer for
M4 Screw Size, 4.300 mm
ID, 8 mm OD
Steel Hex Nut, MediumStrength, Class 8, M4 x 0.7
mm Thread
Black-Oxide Alloy Steel
Socket Head Screw, M3 x 0.5
mm Thread, 50 mm Long

Quantity Cost

x3

$862.02

x3

$
19.71

x2

$
15.34

x1

$
7.14

x1

$
8.86

x1

$
7.59

x1

$
8.55

x1

$
12.29

x1

$
2.86

x1

$
1.41

x1

$
5.55
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98689A112
McMaster-carr
3005T71
McMaster-carr
90592A022
McMaster-carr
91290A330
McMaster-carr
98689A115
McMaster-carr
5193A2
McMaster-carr
91290A202
McMaster-carr
90592A016
McMaster-carr
90592A085
McMaster-carr
912901297
McMaster-carr

AM0001

Amazon
AM0002
Amazon

General Purpose 18-8
Stainless Steel Washer for
M3 Screw Size, 3.200 mm
ID, 6 mm OD
Forged Steel Hoist Ring for
Lifting, M8 x 1.25 Thread
Size, 98mm Overall Height
Steel Hex Nut, MediumStrength, Class 8, M8 x 1.25
mm Thread
Black-Oxide Alloy Steel
Socket Head Screw, M6 x 1
mm Thread, 25 mm Long
General Purpose 18-8
Stainless Steel Washer for
M6 Screw Size, 6.400 mm
ID, 11 mm OD
Unthreaded-Hole Rectangular
Pull Handle, Black Plastic, 43/4" Center-to-Center Width
Black-Oxide Alloy Steel
Socket Head Screw, M6 x 1
mm Thread, 35 mm Long,
Fully Threaded
Steel Hex Nut, MediumStrength, Class 8, M6 x 1 mm
Thread
Steel Hex Nut, MediumStrength, Class 8, M3 x 0.5
mm Thread
Alloy Steel Socket Head
Screw, Zinc Plated, M3 x 0.5
mm Thread, 70 mm Long
Saiper Flexible Couplings
5mm to 6mm (5pcs)
Aluminum Alloy Joint
Connector Compatible with
NEMA 17 Stepper Motors,
RepRap 3D Printer or CNC
Machine, 3D Printer
Accessories
Befenybay 2 PCS 5mm to
10mm Shaft Coupling 25mm
Length 20mm Diameter
Coupler Aluminum Alloy for

x1

$
2.71

x5

$
376.35

x1

$
6.14

x1

$
9.44

x1

$
4.29

x2

$
32.72

x1

$
5.08

x1

$
3.12

x1

$
1.44

x4

$
17.04

x1

$
9.99

x2

$
8.99
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3D Printer CNC Machine
(5x10mm)

Total Cost of Components

$
1,428.63
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Bill of materials for lift sling electronics
Part
Number

System/Part Source
Lift Sling Electronics

AM0003

Amazon

AM0004

Amazon

AM0005

AM0006

Amazon

Amazon

Descriptive Part Name
3D Printer CNC Controller
Arduino CNC kit with for
ArduinoIDE,Longruner
GRBL CNC Shield
Board+RAMPS 1.4
Mechanical Switch Endstop
DRV8825 A4988 Stepper
Motor Driver Nema17
Stepper Motor LKB02,Black
Soldering Iron Kit Soldering Iron 60 W
Adjustable Temperature,
Solder Wire, Tweezers,
Soldering Iron Stand,
Soldering Iron Tips Set,
Desoldering Pump, Solder
Wick, Heatshrink Tubes
DIYmalls 4pcs Load Cell
50kg Half Bridge Strain
Gauge Human Body Digital
Scale Weight Sensor + 1pc
HX711 Amplifier AD
Module for Arduino
Raspberry Pi
12V 5A Power Adapter AC
100-220V to DC 60W Power
Supply Cord for LCD
Monitor LED Strip Light
DVR NVR Security
Cameras System CCTV
Accessories with Converter
Total Cost of Components

Quantity Cost

x2

$
129.98

x1

$
19.99

x2

$
7.95

x1

$
11.99
$
169.91
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Table 5.4. Bill of materials for loading platform electronics
Part
Number

AM0007

AM0008

System/Part Source
Loading Platform
Electronics

Descriptive Part Name

Amazon

Load Cell 50kg HX711
Amplifier Module +
Breadboard Jumper Wire
Alligator Clip Cable

Amazon

ELEGOO UNO R3 Board
ATmega328P with USB
Cable(Arduino-Compatible)
for Arduino
Total Cost of Components

Quantit
y

Cost

x1

$
15.99

x1

$
17.99
$
33.98
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Table 5.5. Bill of materials for loading platform
Part
Number

AM0009

System/Part Source
Loading Platform

Amazon

AM0010

Amazon

AM0011

Amazon

AM0012

Amazon

HD0001

Home Depot

HD0002

Home Depot

HD0003

Home Depot

HD0004

Home Depot

Descriptive Part Name
ToughBuilt - Folding
Sawhorse/Jobsite Table Sturdy, Durable,
Lightweight, Heavy-Duty,
100% High Grade Steel,
1300lb Capacity, Easy Carry
Handle - (TB-C600)
COMOWARE Titanium
Twist Drill Bit Set - 13 Pcs
Hex Shank High Speed
Steel for Wood Plastic
Aluminum Alloy, Quick
Change, 1/16"-1/4"
Amazon Basics Folding Hex
Key Set - 3-Pack,
Metric/SAE/TORX
PARACORD PLANET 100'
Hanks Parachute 550 Cord
Type III 7 Strand Paracord
Top 40 Most Popular Colors
Sanded Plywood
(Common: 1/2 in. x 2 ft. x 4
ft.; Actual: 0.451 in. x 23.75
in. x 47.75 in.)
Everbilt-1-4-in-x-2-inStainless-Steel-Eye-Boltwith-Nut-2-Pack
Everbilt 1/4 in. x 7-3/4 in.
Zinc-Plated Turnbuckle
Hook/Eye
Everbilt 1/4 in. Stainless
Steel Flat Washer (6-Pack)
Total Cost of Components
Total Cost of All
Components

Quantity Cost

x1

$
48.99

x1

$
10.99

x1

$
10.23

x1

$
10.29

x1

$
23.38

x2

$
6.96

x4
x1

$
11.92
$
1.38
$
124.14
$
4206.04
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Appendix I. Detailed Manufacturing and Assembly Instructions
Top Plate
Step 1. 600 x 600 x 6.35 mm Plate Cut. The plate will be cut from a stock 6.35 mm. Apply a
chamfer that is 5 mm x 5 mm x 45° to the corners.
Step 2. Cut a 200 x 200 mm square in the middle. Apply a chamfer that is 5 mm x 5 mm x 45° to
the corners.
Step 3. Drill 8 M4 holes as shown in the drawing. These holes will be for the motor mount for
the stepper motors and should be drilled accordingly.
Step 4. Drill 16 M8 holes as shown in the drawing. These holes will be for the sling legs and
should be drilled accordingly.
Step 5. Drill 4 M8 holes near the corners of the plate as shown in the drawing. These holes will
be used for the swivel hoist rings and should be drilled accordingly.
Step 6. Drill 8 8 mm holes as shown in the drawing. These holes will be used to hold the linear
actuator itself and should be drilled accordingly.
Step 7. Drill 4 M6 holes as shown in the drawing. These holes will be used for the handles of the
plate and should be drilled accordingly.
Loading Platform
Step 1. Make a 600 x 600 x 12.7 mm cut of plywood. The plate will be cut from a stock 12.7
mm.
Step 2. Drill 4 6 mm holes approximately 38x38 mm away from the corners of the plate.
Slotted Beam
Step 1. 540 x 100 x 6.35 mm cut. The plate will be cut from a stock 6.35 mm. Apply a chamfer
that is 5 mm x 5 mm x 45° to the corners.
Step 2. Use a slot cutter bit to cut two 40 mm radius slots as shown in the drawing.
Step 3. Drill four M6 countersunk holes on each side of the slot (total of eight) as shown in the
drawing. They will be spaced 22.00 x 6.50 from the corners of the part, 60 mm away from each
other. The holes will be used to connect the carriage for the two linear actuators from the top
plate to the slotted beam and should be drilled accordingly.
Step 4. Drill four M3 holes on one side for the bracket of the stepper motors as shown in the
drawing. These will be used for the motor bracket and should be drilled accordingly.
Step 5. Drill four M8 holes as shown in the drawing. These will be used to hold the linear
actuator and should be drilled accordingly.
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Pick Point Wing
Step 1. Cut 40 x 100 x 15 mm plate of aluminum
Step 2. Drill two 3 mm holes as shown in the drawing.
Step 3. Make a 5 mm x 5 mm x 45° chamfer on the four corners.
Sling Leg
Step 1. Make a 51 x 51 x 120 mm aluminum cut. Make a 5 mm x 5 mm x 45° chamfer on the
four corners.
Step 2. Tap four holes on the legs as shown on the drawing. The hole will be a 5 mm diameter
hole drilled approximately 20.7 mm down, and the tap will be an M6 drilled approximately 12
mm down.
Motor Setup
Step 1. The motors will be coupled to the linear actuators using the 8 mm diameter coupler (shaft
diameter of the coupler) to the 10 mm.
Step 2. The motors will be attached to the brackets using M4 screws.
Final Assembly Steps
Step 1. Pick point wing design was added to the linear actuator
Step 2. Pick point plate was added to the linear actuator
Step 3. Motor and motor mount was installed to the slotted beam. Washers were added to ensure
that concentricity was present.
Step 4. Linear actuator was installed to the slotted beam. Washers were added to ensure that the
coupler was concentric.
Step 5. Steps 3-4 were repeated for the square plate design.
Step 6. The slotted beam was installed onto the linear actuators of the square plate.
Step 7. The sling legs were installed onto the square plate.
Step 8. The swivel hoist rings were installed onto the corners of the plate.
Step 9. The handles were installed onto the square plate.
Step 10. With the sling assembled, the pick point plate is tied to the sawhorse. Many knots are
made so the paracord does not come undone.
Step 11. Paracord is attached to the swivel hoist ring and onto the eyebolts of the loading
platform. The eyebolts are adjusted accordingly such that the loading platform and sling are both
leveled, and this is checked using a leveler.
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Step 12. Electronics are wired accordingly. The motors are plugged into the CNC shield, which
is connected to a computer and the 12 V power supply.
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Appendix J. Design Verification Plan (DVP)
TEST PLAN
Item Specification Test
Acceptance
No #
Description Criteria

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8

Load Cells
Properly
Calibrated
Pass/Fail
& Can
Weight
Objects
Weight
45 ± 1 kg
Motors Spin
to the center ±5% Error
of gravity
Lifting of
weights to
No Sway
center of
gravity
Motors Spin
with
accordance
Pass/Fail
to the
linear actuat
or
Ropes
properly
Pass/Fail
secured
No beam
deflection
Pass/Fail
when lift
conducted
Wires
properly
Pass/Fail
insulated

Test
Stage

SAMPLES
TIMING
TESTED
Quantity Type Start date Finish date

CP, &
1
FP

Sys 1/16/2021 -

FP

1

Sys 1/16/2021 -

FP

1

Sub 1/16/2021 5/10/2022

FP

1

Sub 1/16/2021 5/10/2022

FP

1

Sys 1/16/2021 5/10/2021

FP

1

Sys 1/16/2021 5/10/2021

FP

1

Sys 1/16/2021 5/10/2021

FP

1

Sys 1/16/2021 5/10/2021
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Appendix K. Load Cell Wiring Diagram
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Appendix L. Code to attain four weight outputs using four HX711s
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